
 
1. Get an understanding of how your herd is performing. This could take the form 
of an MSA feedback report on your steers or it could be feedback from a client growing out your 
steers, or feed lotting them. From this set your breeding goals, so that the bull or bulls you need 
will help you achieve those goals. 
 

2. Buy the right bull for your program.  Whether you want to improve Calving Ease or 
Marbling or any other trait, there is enough variation in most herds to get what you want without 
having to sacrifice any trait in your selection process too heavily.  Remember Genetic gain 
occurs gradually, not instantly.   
Get to know your seed stock breeder, have them explain their goals, what drives them and how 
much data is being collected.  Bald Blair is a self-replacing seedstock and large commercial herd.  
The Commercial herd supplies replacement females to both our herd and our clients’ herds, as 
well as supplying steers to the Longfed EU Feeder Market, so we know how our genetics 
perform at the practical level as well as in seedstock production. 
  

3. BREEDPLAN is a selection tool with at least 19 traits and 4 Indexes being displayed in 
most Angus catalogues.  An Index allows for a balanced selection decision for a specific 
purpose, say Heavy Grain Index if your herd is targeting the Longfed Feedlot sector of the 
market.   
Remember, as 2 year olds, bulls will have accuracies just above 50% on some traits and there 
will be movement over time, some favourable some unfavourable.   
When selecting bulls for the Bald Blair herd I use both mark one eyeball (Visual Assessment) 
and BREEDPLAN (preferably Genomically enhanced EBV’s). 
 

4. Bull health, is so important when buying bulls.  What is their vaccination status?  Have they 
received vaccinations for Vibriosis, Leptospirosis, or Pestivirus?  Have the bulls had a semen 
analysis completed, and is it Morphology tested?   
Is the bull structurally sound, has there been an independent assessment of the bulls? 
Bald Blair bulls have had all these vaccinations, have been Morphology Tested and individually 
structurally assessed by Dick Whale. 

 
5. Look after your bull when you get him home.  Have a mate for him to run with when he 
gets home. Check on him while he is out working and spend time with your stock.  If he is a 
yearling bull look after him, make sure he maintains body condition and don’t overwork him. 
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